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“I always wanted to be somebody,
but I should have been more
specific.”
-Jane Wagner

Prof.
Disappears
After ‘Unfair’
Exam

By Olivia Zajac ~ Daily Bull

Over the course of the weekend it seems that one of Michigan Tech’s professors has gone
missing. Professor Maulings,
hailing from the chemical engineering department, was last
seen issuing an exam to his
Thermodynamics class Friday
afternoon. “I remember shooting him dirty looks for talking
about how small the room was
to be giving an exam for about
10 minutes into the hour,” one
student, who wishes to remain
anonymous, reports. “I think he
mentioned something about
his stupid undergrad degree
from MIT again, while he was
at it.”
After having suffered through
the exam and listening to everyone mutter and bitch about
having not finished one of the
three problems on said exam,
there seemed to be a shift in
the attitude of the majority of
... see Bad Chemistry on back
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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like LOTS O’ MONEY.

Presidents’ Day!?!
By Alec Hamer ~ Daily Bull

Now, don’t get me wrong… I love
Presidents’ Day. I mean, what with all the
mail not being sent and banks not being open, it’s the best! But why do we
celebrate it
every year?
Well I did
some personal research and
discovered
the shocking truth.

celebrated but I have a few ideas.

Presidents’ Day was actually intended to be
President’s
Day.* It
would be a
day for the
president. I
would start
with everyone waking
up early to
prepare the
Zachary
president
Taylor, a litbreakfast in
tle-known
bed. Then,
president,
while he
invented it
was eatin 1851 afing in bed
ter leaving
ever yone
office. But
would ask
why? Not
him what
sure. I think
he wanted
t h a t a f t e r Considering he only wore his uniform twice ever, what was the to do that
point of President’s Day?
leaving ofday, since it
fice he realized “what the fuck did I
is his day. He would probably reply
do?” so he made the holiday and said,
“sleep” and everyone would be let
“Sweet, now everyone will forever
down.
know the name Zachary Taylor.” I’m
not sure how he intended it to be
... see Taylor’d on back

Anyone have younger friends and or
siblings who had yesterday off?
THEY SUCK.

Sudoku - adding to your fun

Pizzas Pizza Lovers Love!

Daily Specials at www.thestudiopizza.com
10% Discount for All Students
Downtown Hancock, across from Finlandia

Researchers have discovered pizza has the same
effects on your brain as marijuana. They discovered
something else too, but i can’t remember what.
www.thestudiopizza.com

482-5100

... Bad Chemistry from front

the class. A malevolent feeling filled the
ChemSci. Something much cooler than
the smoke monster from Lost was seen
swarming through the hallways, as students ran in terror. It was screaming and
raging about Carnot engines and ‘that
stupid fucking graph’, and seemed to

Of course it is possible that he just wandered off into the frozed tundra of Houghton. Afterall, it’s hard enough to see...
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want revenge. Most professors were
seen fleeing the building as well, and
since it happened on a Friday no one
was overly concerned about taking a
head count and just got started on their
weekend.

Maulings’ whereabouts are still unknown, and the only suspects are the
students in his thermo class. No one
dares question them for fear, if they did,
in fact, do bodily harm to this ‘professor’, they might strike out at whoever
inquired. The University, when faced with
Reports are that replacing him, simply said “We’ll wait for
Maulings did not the next guy off the street to wander in.
show up to class Should be good enough.”
on Monday, or
turn up on cam- ... Taylor’d from front
pus at all. “We Eventually, the president would stumtried calling him ble down stairs, robe on, and slump
like, twice, and he in his chair in the oval office. It is then
didn’t answer, so that everyone would ask again what
we just stopped he wanted to do to which he would
trying. We lose a respond “Can’t I just have two godlot of professors damn minutes!?! Jesus-fucking-Christ!”
that way,” the Uni- Then, when dinner is prepared, the
versity informed president would sit down, see the
a Daily Bull cor- plate and promptly push it away with
respondent.
a big, whiny NO! and cross his arms.

After an inside
contact dug up some information on
Maulings, it turns out he’s not even certified to be teaching at such a prestigious
University as Michigan Tech. “We did a
little research into his background, and
found out that he never even went to
MIT like he claims. We called their records
office and asked about him, and nothing
came up under his name. We looked
then into his other degrees… and nothing checks out. So, Maulings apparently
just wandered in off the streets one day,
probably due to the fact that it was cold
out, and just started teaching.”

I wonder if this keyboard has any sticky keys... those really suck! Or maybe are delicious.

BORED IN CLASS? GOT A PENCIL? LIKE CANDY?
Congratulations! You qualify for a free delicious prize from
The Daily Bull! All you have to do is take this rudimentary beginning of a drawing and complete it. What will it be?

Now, this probably is not true so
I offer another theory. Presidents’
Day is actually intended for senators,
but seeing as Zachary was in the
executive branch this simply would
not do! So, seizing the opportunity
he decided to deny the senators their
day. It also could have meant to be
Residents’ Day - as in, a day for all the
residents of America.

Personally I think Presidents’ Day is
the one day a year he can just fuck
around. You know, play some Xbox,
Well. That explains a lot. Only a profes- drink some brew and read old Playsor who has never taught before, nor boys for “the articles.” Pretty much
taken classes before, would ever, EVER just live a normal life one day a year.
give an exam in 50 minutes that actually
requires a minimum of 90 minutes. That
would just be a terrible, terrible thing to Whatever Presidents’ Day is about,
do to students.
enj—ah, fuck it.

Bring your b-e-a-utiful drawing in to the Bull office (106 MUB)
between 10 and 2 on Tuesday or Wednesday to receive your
prize! PERFECTION! (Coloring is a plus)
Readers from afar, feel free to submit a Paint sketch. You will, in return, receive e-candy.

